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Caricature adjective form

Video: Spoken Show More... Trends in using browsing for: All years Last 10 years Last 50 years Last 100 years Last 300 years In other languages Translate your text for free Source Definition of caricature from Collins English Dictionary New by Collins Sign up for our newsletter Get the latest news and get access to exclusive updates
and suggestions Sign up for International Volunteer Day (sometimes abbreviated ivd) takes place annually on December 5. This is the International Day created by the United Nations to recognize and facilitate the contribution of volunteers and voluntary organizations to the welfare of people around the world. Read more than 11 words
and phrases from Nottingham Esch up, I duck! Here are a few words and phrases you can hear in Nottingham and the surrounding areas! Read alsoThe all-day of kindness This Friday, November 13, world day of kindness, awareness day, launched in 1998 to encourage benevolent actions by individuals, organizations and countries.
Read also Collins English Dictionary Apps Download our dictionary applications in English – available for both iOS and Android. Read also Collins Dictionaries for Schools Our new online dictionaries for schools provide a safe and appropriate environment for children. And the best of this ad is free, so sign up now and start using it at home
or in class. Read alsoIn the word lists we have almost 200 lists of words on topics as diverse as butterfly species, jackets, currencies, vegetables and knots! Wash off your friends with your new knowledge! Read also Join the Collins community All the last many word word articleal news, linguistic ideas, suggestions and contests every
month. Read alsoBeautiful ball of caricature:14 What is another word for caricature? 1612 synonyms foundnunciation: [ kˈaɹɪkət͡ ʃˌʊ͡əd], [ kˈaɹɪkət ʃˌʊ əd], [ k_a_ɹ_ɪ_k_ə_t_ˌʊə_d] •enlarged (adjective) developed, extended, stretched, enlarged, reinforced, elongated, turbulent, swollen, amplified, exaggerated, bloated, filled, detonated,
aggrandized, added to, muddy, extended, expanded, stretched, widespread, expanded, expanded, developed. •imitation (adjective) •ape (verb) •draw (verb) draft, profile, design, gravel, shape, contour, graph, articulate, draw, mark, image, write, expression, paint, etc., frame, chalk, fold, prepare, pencil, trace, picture, diagram, outline,
describe, model, sketch, limn. • exaggerate (verb) distort, emphasize, overestimate, brag, hyperbolize, amplify, poof, fudge, loud talk, brag, falsify, put it on thick, pyramid, distortion, inflate, present, magnify, hike, reassess, lie down, playground, up, make, overdo it, color, cook, amplify, wrong, amplify, amplify, overdrive, misreport, zoom in,
scam, expand, put on, stretch, do too much go to extremes, embroider, romanticize, build up, to a large extent, to thut. Corrupt. •exaggerated (verb) •ham its (verb) stirring scenery, emotions. •hyperbolization (verb) i, blow up Aspect ratio. •simulate (verb) carbon, follow suit, parallel, duplication, pretend, refer, mimic, retoule, look, throw,
fight back, follow in your footsteps, be like, borrow, shame, repeat, monkey, play a role, pattern after, reproduce, act, repeat, resemble, feign, persona, match, model after, xerox, MIME, do likewise, burlesque, suppose clone, fake, mime, follow. •enlarged (verb) •lampoon (verb) •slander (verb) •mimic (verb) to perform, ridicule, believe. •
Mock (verb) thumb on, poke fun. •ridicule (verb) jive, make a fool, humiliate, hilarious, pooh-pooh, Fleer, ride, quiz, takeoff, twit, RAZ, pull leg, pan, run down, josh, rag, deflation, cartoon, rail on, put down, make a laughing stock, gibe, banter, expose, haze, unmask, make a play, show. • ridiculed (verb) ridiculed, Gibed, fried, ragged,
offended, derogatory, Jest, Kidd, ridiculed, quoted, humiliated, mocked, roosted, mocked, joked, Rode, Jared, Cheyne, Deprated, despised. •satirize (verb) •sneeze (verb) underestimate, hold on to contempt, sneeze, sniff, give the Bronx fun. •snigger (verb) •travesty (verb) •adj. •Other relevant words: a-one, abase, adhere to, abstract,
abuse, accent, underline, acceptance, support, account, ace, acquisition, act, act like, act, accept, adultery, adumbriat, advance, affront, afrandization, aggrandization, consent, purpose, change, analogue, analogue, anatomy, ante, animation, animated cartoon, anoy, anoyer, anthropoid, antiques, aper, aper, apol, application, arm,
arrogate, articulation, aspersion, aspercia, assumed, astyre, atomic number 53 , atomic number 6 , backchat, badger, badmouth, bait, balloon, bangs, banquet, barb, barrack, bash, risque, be, bear, bear on, beatif, beauty, bed case, bed linen, bed linen, bedspread, befuol, behave, beliguer, beli, sticking, bell, belt, bemuth, besmirch, pond,
pond, lashing bill, bird, bit, blackening, blackgard, blister, blister, spot, blown, blown, , blaster, bragging, bod, dummy, reinforcement, bombeze, boo, boom, border, boss, bother, brag, brand, break, break through, bribe, bring, bring down, withdraw, broadcast, tramp, broken, buffalo, bug, build, bull, bull, punch, bunk, butterfly, buy, cabbage,
call, call, calumniate, caper, copy, carbon paper, card, caricature, carry, cast, catch, livestock farm, cattle ranch, chafe, chaff, chalk, chalk, , character, chassis, chat, check, chew , baby, children's play, bangs, piece, circulation, circulation, circulation, bypass, class, cleavage, clone, clothing, cloud, clown, cold blooded, collapse, colimat,
color, color, color, coloring, coloring, coloring, coloring, painting, coloring, come, comfort, comforter, memory, compeer, compilation, compilation, , conception, condemnation, condemnation, condesciousness, condescity, condesciousness, conform, conform, concretize, constitut, compose, fold, construct, contemplate, contempt, contort,
contour, humble, contumely, transmit, convolute, cook, hoarse pan, copycat, coquette, coquette, correspond, spoiled, increased costs, Costa, couch, fake, counter-drunk, couple, of course, court, cozenage, cracking, cocks, crevices, cross-criticism, criticize, crock up, crooked, cross, crow, crow, crucifixion, crushed, cytospear, dally, dandy,
darn, daub , dead ring, debacle, debauch , decryption, deck, reclamation, decrimination, deduction, magistrate, recess, defile, defile, definition, deformation, deformation, deception, degenerate, degradation, delimitation, separation, humiliation, demoralization, demoralization, humiliation, denouement, departure, depend on, deprave,
deriban, ridicule, derogatives, design, disdain notwithstanding, destroy, detail, diminish, Deutsche mark, deutschmark, develop, deviate, develop, unleash, breed, differentiate, diffuse, dig, bred, , reduction, discharge, disclosure, discoloration, discoloration, detection, neglect, shame, dismantling, disdain, scattering, dissection , reflection,
scatter, distribute, distinguish, distribute, ditch, ditto, ditto stamp, divulge, do, evade, doll up, doyarka, don, double, draft copy, drag, drag through dirt, dramatize, dramatize, plant, draw, draw, make out, dress, drive, fall, drop the line, drum up, duck, dude, dumb show, dump, , dun, dupe, duplication, live, echo, nurture, selfish, selfish,
complex, elongated, elongated, elude, confused, decorate, emblazoned, stress, emulate, emulate, , enactment, fence, meeting, encouragement, encouragement, threat, enhancement, enlistment, revive, ensnare, enter, entrap, equal, equalise, equatize, equate, erect, espouse, evade, evil, evince, exaggerate, example, exchange,
excogitate, excogitation, excoriate, execute, exemplar, exemplar, exemplar, exemplary, exhaust, exhibition, exhibition, expresident, explicate, exposit, expound, express joy, express measure, express, express, expansion, big, magnify, extra, extract, lining pages, fairly, fake,, fall guy, fall out, false, fan, farce , farce comedy, fashion,
fashion model, fashion plate, faux, holiday, feature, dummy, violin, violin, figure, filka, fill, first course, splitting, fit, fix, flap down, flesh, flesh, fragile, flirting, flirting, flooring, thrive, flute, fluff, fog, fool, legs, FOP, fake, fortification, , frame link, frame, framing, fraud, free rein, freezing, friction match, frolic, frustrate, fry, fulminate, fun, further,
gag, amplification, gallant, gambling, gambling, , gammon, rupture, landfill, garbage, gas, gasconade, gasp, gear up, geminate, race pan, get on, go down, get off the ground, get to, ghost, belt, belt, give away, give tongue, glam up, glamour, glamour , look on, glorify, gloss, go, goad, goldbrick, good gospel by stamp, class, rake, graphic
symbol, graphical record, gravel, gravel, smile, smiling, groom, guess, guide, seagull, sip, guy, ham, ham actor, hammer, hassock, have words, danger, leech, hedge, high-powered, high-sounding, highly developed, hiking up, looping on, looping on, hint, heis, home run, hook, mound, hound, goof, human action, human body, humble,
humble, hunting, husk, hyperbole, hyperbole, hypertrophy, , , imitation, imitation, imitation, influence, impersonation, impersonation, imposter, imposter, impression, imprint, improvement, indite, inebriate, insincing, ink lining, ink, innuendo, innovation, fit, inspire, insult, intent, interpolate, inveigh, reinvent, reinvent, invigorate, engage, iodine,
annoyance, iterate, jactitation, jambon, Japanese, jaw, jeering, jest, jest at, jibe, jocularity, jocund, joke, jovial, keep up to date, keep an eye on, keep an eye on, keep an eye out, keep an eye out, keep an eye on , keep an eye, hold on, key , baby, kids, kind, banging, banging, kid, label, lambdast, lambdast, lampoon, land, lard, big, latin,
latitude, laud, laughter, laughter, launch area, launch pad, launch pad, lay, lecture, leer, lengthy, let on, release, level, lie down, raise, take down, limited, line, line latitude, line of shooting, line, little, load, housing, lookout, lookout man, loosen, fluency, love affair, love story, low , lucifer, lur , shenanigans, make, make for, make for, make
fun, malephic, maligious, disparagement, maligious, mannequin, maneuver, dummy, manipulate, dummy, dummy, maneuver, production, map, marker, marker, marker, mash, mass assembly, conformity, mate, material body, comrades, meditate, meet, funny, middleing, mimers, mimicry, minimized, minor, hollow, worldly, false,
untrustworthy, distorted, blunders, misuse, mobilization, mobilization, mockery, simulation, simulation, moderately, mold, mortification, muzzle, mosh, , mug, mulct, mull, mule over, multiply, mummy, muster, muster in, muster up, name, nark, needle, chick, nettle, nipple, nobble, nock, note, message, number, objurgate, observe, offend,
suggest, one, open, against, ordination, order of payment, organize, organize, orotund, poof, outrage, outsmart, oversaturate, overcook, overestimate, oversaturate, reassess , pan turned off, pan, trousers, pantomims, pantomimers, pantomist, parallels, parrot, parrot, part, pass, pass around, passively, past , pathfinder, patronage, patsy,
pattern, peer, pen, pen, period game, impersonation, pervert, peter, phase, philander, phonograph needle, phonograph needle, phonogram, photocopy, phrase, physical body, physique, choose from each other, choose from, drawing, pigment, pilfer, pinch, ping, pink, pit, place , plagiarism, plagiarism, plan, play, play together, play, play,
play, game period, period, pock, bag fun, ponder, poop out, pose, poser, postdate, postiche, pose, pot, poof, poof, powder, prank, precis, present, press out, assume, preyed, contender, enough, prevarication, prickteaser, print, pave, procreate, profane, profess, progress, project, lengthy, promote, distribute, lingering, pseud, pseudo,
plump air, plump, plump up, plump, plump, pull, pull down, pull down, pull your leg, punctuate, purloin, aim, chase, chase, put , blanket, quip, rag week, ragtime, rail, rail, raise, rake, rally, ranch, rap, race, raspberry, razz, razz, re-create, reach, reach, ready, sensibly rebound, rebuff, rebuke, Recall, Recapitulate, Reconnoiter, Reconnoitre,
Record, Reproduce, Repeat, Repeat, Restore, Present, Represent, Reprimand, Reassiar, Resell, Loud, Rest, Restore, Restore, Rewind, Rotate, Retrospective, Discover, Reverberate, Reverberate, Revelation, Revilement, Ribs, Ribbed, Mocking , call, rise, rival, roast, role model, role player, role play, romantic language, romanticization,
romanticism, rompe, tour, blush, rough drawing, routine, trash dump, ruminate, run, run, run, runway, saint mark, salary increase, sally, juice, satirize, save, squish, scan, scandalize, scar, scatter, scheme, scheme, scissors, taunts, ridicule, swearing, scorching, evaluation, neglect, scout, scratching, squawking, scraper, delight, selective
service, self-confessed, self-perspiration, self-incrimination, likeness, , sentinel, sentinel, sentry, set, set down, set out, set out, set up, shadow, shaft, shammer, shape, sharpen, shaver, sheet, sheik, sheikh, shimmer, shine, shock, shoot a line, short-change, shot, show, shred, shuck, shucks, sidestep, sign, sign, signifier, simulated ,
singing, single, sit, sizzle, skeletal frame, skeletal system, skeleton, skimming, skirt, slam, slam dance, slander, slang, slim, lightweight, thin, slogan, slur, small , smash, dab, smile, smiling, smelly, smagle, smagle, snap, snoff, sneak, sneaker, snigger, snort, soft touch, solicit, cate, somewhat, refined, variety, sound reflection, indicate,
speculate, spells, spire, spire, spoil, sport, spot, spotter, scattering, spread, spring, jerk, , stems, stamp pad, start, start, condition, stick, stick, stigmatize, stigmatize, stint, strain, straw, stress, stretch along, stretch, stretch, strike, strike hard, strike hard, strike , subtract, subtract, blow up, succeed, offer, sully, challenge, super, superfast,
surface, survey, slashing, swap, sweep, swell, wobbling, scampering, swinging, swinging music, napkins, swelling head, sword, synopsis, tabloid, tag, , taite, taite, take, take after, take, take for granted, take shape, take over, take over, take shape, take time off scout talent, tally, tantalise, tantalize, tap, target, tatter, ridicule, ridicule, break,
break, tease, tease, tease, tense, test, theoretical score, thin, think, thrash, thrill, thrive, tick, tick, tick, toddler, tike, tincture, hue, tinny, tinny dam, sacrificing oath, hue, tip, tip, tire, topnot, toppling, agony, tornado, touch, touch, tout, toy, tracing, track, traduce, train, garbage, garbage, travel together, travesty, trick, trivia, transcription , work,
tumesen, turning, down, turning, turning up, twerp, twine, twine, twine, twist, twisting around, twisting, twisting, teak, uncloak, uncover, underestimate, subframe, underline, deploy, unity, unloading, unloading, unbuttoning, unbuttoning, up, up, up, usurpation, pronouncement, useless, vamp, vampire, steamroller, variant, variety, useless,
useless, venture, verbal, herald, axle, vex, vex, victim, vignette, vilification, visibility , vitiate, vituperate, brightness, wage hike, wage increase , pond, wangle, warped, wasteful, watch out for, wax chalk, wear, whack, whack, sow, whiff, whip, whirlpool, wisecrack, woo, word, word shape, work, work, sow, push-up, writing matter,
photorographic photocopier xerox, young man, apple eye, cheerful boat, knock, red cent, handle, scattered head, express post office, drama game, var., wastefulness, merry Andrew, goffball, tribal shake, tribal sheikh, 1 , disembark, get up, disperse, compose, take off, lie down , build up, step up, take, step in, write off, record, take, turn
on, go, call the carpet, dissipate, give voice, beat, frame up, mock, ham it, surveil, lubricate your palms, bad mouth, horns, top-notch, look down, play , damn, joint, hyperbole, gay, queer, bastard, devil, wanderer, sucker, bullshit, shit, take up task, tickle pink, talk through hat, goat god, rank, knock down, cold shoulder, come on, con, crack
, put your lips on, make takeoff, do, like, drag the name through the dirt, give a black eye, give and take, go, like, ock, hold on to ridicule, makeup believe, put, send, send, show contempt, scatter, roll up your nose, dramatize, graphic recording, pyramids of Egypt. increased contracts, reduced, shortened, compressed. draw disorganize,
neglect, alienate, destroy, confuse, ignore, alienate, push, insert, repel, fight back, switch off, destroy, mix, repel, push, discard, move, shrink, exhale. exaggerate the contract, de-degrade, reduce, minimize, understate, shrink, squeeze, shrink, play down, de-degrade, downgrade, reduce. hyperbolize clotting, condensate. simulate different,
reverse, collisions, to speak the truth, to speak out against. lampoon approves, praises, supports, applauds. defamation flats, honors, brags, brags. facial expressions fail, prevent, direct, stop, stop, idly. sneeze, respect, weaken, admire. Come, stay, come. Come. Come.
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